
Meeting Minutes 
 
Date:  July 16, 2014 
By: Jean Davids, Secretary Monticello Camera Club 
 
There were 21 members in attendance plus 1 guest (a former member). Steve Huss, president, led 
the meeting. 
 
Started the meeting off with the presentation of assignment photos.  There was a nice collection 
of water photos with Carol Heesen doing a nice variety of photos based on a microwaved CD 
and water droplets on it reflecting light in a variety of ways. 
 
Steve Fowler briefly discussed our next assignment for August, which is the open topic.  This 
means go ahead and try out any techniques you want and bring in samples for August. 
 
We shared out favorite photo blogs or websites as a group.  Here’s a list of ones that were 
mentioned as favorites: 
 
Steve Huss shared www.learnmyshot.com and www.strobist.com (lighting techniques). 
Jean Davids shared www.dpreview.com for reviews on all types of cameras and gears. 
Ken Kvam shared www.petapixel.com has photography related info. 
Bob Somerville mentioned a forum called www.uglyhedgehog.com which Steve Huss apparently 
also takes a peek at.  They both say you have to have a thick skin if you want to share photos on 
this website as some people can get a bit snarky. 
Val Somerville shared www.minnesotaphotographers.com.  It’s a facebook group with good 
info. 
Lisa Tetzlaff shared www.meetup.com.  It’s a website for arranging group photo meetups.  Type 
in the area field “dynamic photography Minnesota” and search within 100 miles and you will 
find all sorts of groups and events coming up. 
 
Bob Somerville and Jean Davids discussed a few items of importance for the club.   
 
Bob mentioned a swan fundraiser being coordinated by the owner of the Best Western.  They are 
wondering if anyone in our club wants to display swan photos for sale or just display.  10% of 
the proceeds of any sales would go to the swan fund.  Right now they are thinking that this could 
include prints, canvas or framed photos.  Bob Somerville will coordinate to contact him with 
questions or if you are interested.  More information will follow but it should be running October 
2nd from 4-8 pm. 
 
Jean Davids mentioned a phone call from the new sales manager of River City Extreme.  It 
would appear that if we want any other room other than the dining area we will be charged by 
the hour from now on.  The dining area remains free to our non-profit as long as it is still 
available.  Not sure what this means for our upcoming photo show in 2015.  Followup will need 
to be done to insure we have a spot to hold the show.  Bob shared that meeting rooms at Best 
Western cost $35 for the night and that the Chevy dealer in town has a meeting room for use by 
non-profits that is a no-cost option.  However that building closes down at 8 pm so the club 
meeting hours would have to change to use this option. 
 



Jean Davids shared a pamphlet that she has for the 35th Annual Clearwater Rodeo coming up on 
August 15-17.  See www.silverbulletsaddleclub.com for more information.  Might be a good 
photo op for action photography. 
 
Lisa Tetzlaff reminded us of the Arts Alliance 5th Annual Photo Exhibit and that entries are due 
soon.  This information is also shown at the end of this document.  The reception for viewing 
their photo display is August 21st and deadline for photo entry is July 25th.   
 
Larry Wilson reminded the club one more time that he needs assistance on July 29th.  The 
information on this is at the end of this document. 
 
New storage location found for photo show display boards and signage. Wright Way Quilt & 
Sew had to rent a larger storage bin than what they needed. They will have extra space and 
instead of any fee to help pay for it they prefer a tax write off for letting us use the space.  Will 
be available to transfer boards mid July. Jean and Leo are pursuing selling their plane and hangar 
so the move will be needed at some point. She asked that Bob and Val pursue options now that 
they are part of the Monticello chamber and they found this option which should work well for 
the club. 
 
Sanford Smith mentioned that the Persiedes meteor shower will peek around July 30th and last 
for the week.  He also mentioned that the Big Lake Triathalon will be held on August 9th if we 
want to capture some good local action photos. 
 
The August 20 meeting will cover the following items: 
Discuss Assignment for September - Long and/or Multi-Exposure 
John Pennoyer will do a presentation on Composition 
 
Steve Fowler mentioned that Ken Kvam is tentatively set up to present information on Time 
Lapse photography.  Claire Mcgillic has an insurance guy that can present information in 
September on the importance of having insurance for your photography business. 
 
The last part of the meeting was dedicated to the Camera gear/swap/sale.  Items were all laid out 
across 1 large table area as well as nearby booths.  There was a good turnout of items to look at.  
A few deals were struck.  Thanks to everyone who made this an interesting experience. 
 



Elk River Arts Alliance Call for Entries – 5th Annual Photography Exhibit 
 



 



Here’s the information that Larry Wilson presented. If you can assist him, please contact 
him. If you need his contact information, just let Jean Davids know. 
 

 



 


